Investing in protected bike-and-pedestrian infrastructure, outdoor recreation, and healthy active living.

OVER 1.2 MILLION USAGE COUNTS

2020 IMPACT REPORT
MISSION/

The Virginia Capital Trail Foundation exists to protect, promote, and enhance the Virginia Capital Trail, and to serve as a resource, community builder, and connector to other trails throughout the Commonwealth.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES/

EXCELLENCE: WE ARE COMMITTED TO UTILIZING BEST PRACTICES, OPERATING EFFECTIVELY, STAYING RELEVANT, AND SUSTAINABLE.

INTEGRITY: WE EXIST TO SERVE THE PUBLIC AND ARE COMMITTED TO HIGH LEVELS OF ETHICAL BEHAVIOR, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND TRANSPARENCY.

COLLABORATION: WE VALUE COLLABORATION AND THE CULTIVATION OF STRONG PARTNERSHIPS.

STEWARDSHIP: WE STRIVE TO BE GOOD STEWARDS OF OUR FINANCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES.

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING: WE PROMOTE ACTIVE LIVING IN A SAFE ENVIRONMENT.

CONTACT US

telephone: 804.788.6453
email: info@virginiacapitaltrail.org
visit us at: virginiacapitaltrail.org
Dear Capital Trail Stakeholders,

It has been well documented that the pandemic caused many to seek respite and serenity in the great outdoors. In 2020, the Virginia Capital Trail can attest to that. I am happy to report that the trail usage counts hit a record 1,230,364 last year. Thanks to each of you!

I am also thrilled that the Capital Trail staff and Board worked, and continue to work, diligently on our three-year strategic plan. If you would like to peruse the plan in depth, you can find it on our website, virginiacapitaltrail.org. In short, we are focused on three goals. They are:

Goal 1: Ensure that the Virginia Capital Trail continues to be an excellent recreational and transportation infrastructure in the region.

Goal 2: Expand trail usage and ensure that the Virginia Capital Trail is open to all.

Goal 3: Establish a framework for regional trail development.

The Capital Trail is a wonderful, community amenity, and I am appreciative that our region benefits. Our strategic plan will only make the Trail that much better. Thank you for your support, and I hope to see you on the Capital Trail soon!

TED UKROP | CHAIRMAN | BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Dear Capital Trail Supporters,

2020 was a year to put in the record books for many reasons. The Capital Trail had the most trail counts ever with many new trail users, and our team adapted to a global pandemic that showed that trails were essential and a lifeline for so many. The Virginia Capital Trail Foundation (VCTF) adapted to the circumstances and created innovative virtual programs like the Quarantine Cap Trail Challenge and adjusted our signature events like our Cap2Cap Bike Ride and our Cap Trail 10m/5k to be either virtual or multi-day events.

Thank you to all our supporters and a special shout-out to the many users who used the Capital Trail for the first time or as a stress reliever during a challenging year. Let’s continue the momentum of running, riding, skating, or walking on the Capital Trail in the coming years!

CAT ANTHONY | EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 2020

ANNUAL USAGE COUNTS OF OVER

1.2 MILLION

INCREASE IN ANNUAL TRAIL USAGE

47%

15,171 MILES

TRAIL AMBASSADORS RODE

OVER

505
BAGS OF TRASH

588 VOLUNTEERS

ADOPT-A-TRAIL

ANTI-LITTER PROGRAM

501 VOLUNTEERS

142 CLEANUPS | 393 BAGS

44% GROWTH

115

OVER

2ND ANNUAL

CAP TRAIL 10 MILE / 5K

160+ RUNNERS/WALKERS

OVER

750 VOLUNTEERS

2,635 HOURS OF SERVICE

OVER

25 COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Including VDOT

SUPPORT PROGRAMS

SOCIAL CHANNEL ENGAGEMENT

FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS ........ 9,961
INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS ....... 4,721
TWITTER FOLLOWERS ........... 2,215

NEWSLETTER REACH ............ 23,000+
ANNU. WEBSITE VIEWS .......... 286,000+

CONNECT

www.virginiacapitaltrail.org

CITY OF RICHMOND ....................... 362,487
HENRICO COUNTY ....................... 498,821
CHARLES CITY COUNTY ............... 119,311
JAMES CITY COUNTY ................... 249,745

LAUNCHED

QUARANTINE CHALLENGE

PARTICIPANTS 786

18% NEW TRAIL USERS

51.7 MILES

SOLE ENTITY THAT OVERSEES ALL
Community Partners & Supporters

Agee’s Bicycle Company
Ampersand Design Company
Apple
Applied Materials Foundation
Atlantic Union Bank
Basket and Bike
Battelle Always Giving
Capital Trees
CarMax
Charles City County
City of Richmond
Dirty Deeds Power Washing
Dominion Energy Charitable Foundation
Ellwood Thompson’s
GE Foundation
Genworth
Giant Bicycles
Hardywood Park Craft Brewery
Henrico County
Hirschler Fleischer, P.C.
Hubbard Peanut Company
Hunton Andrews Kurth
James City County
James City County Parks and Recreation
James River Association
Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation
kaléo
Kroger
Kul Wheels
MacFarlane Partners, LLC
Medtronic
Microsoft
MobileBikes
Mulford Cost Management, LLC
Pedal Power RVA
Performance Food Group
PGA Tour Charities, Inc.
PRCF (Richmond Parks, Recreation & Community Facilities)
Quirk Hotel
Richmond Area Bicycling Association
Richmond Jewish Foundation
Richmond Region Tourism
Richmond Road Runners Club
Road Tested Bike Tours, LLC
Rockets Block 17, LLC
RVA MORE
Sentara Healthcare
Shelley Cupp Schulte PC
Smartbox
Sports Backers
Stalwart Productions LLC
Stone Brewing Co., LLC
The Calkins Foundation
The Hull Foundation
The Meyers Charitable Fund
Tidewater Trails Alliance
Universal Leaf Foundation
Väsen Brewing
VCU Health System
Venture Richmond
Virginia Beer Company
Virginia Credit Union
Virginia Department of Transportation
Virginia Tourism Corporation
Virginia Trails Alliance
Williamsburg Area Bicyclists
Williamsburg Community Foundation

“It means a great deal to work alongside so many incredible community partners. This last year has shown we all need access to green space and trails for our health and to de-stress, it is my hope that together we can keep the momentum going.”

- Cat Anthony
Trail Sustainers Circle - $1,000+

Matthew & Angela Akin
Shelley & Randolph Case
Tracy Clark
Josh Dare
Jeffrey & Ilse Deel
Mark & Therese Dozier
David & Cyndee Dragoo
Lisa Eby
Charles & Rosalie Frey
Don & Betsy Garber
Pamela Goggins
Matthew & Kirsti Goodwin
Don & Ann Hall
Ted & Beth Hanson
John & Carter Bryan
Jeff Joy
Jerome & Barbara Kloeker
Jeffery Kushinka
Amber Lewis
John & Arlene McLaren
Daniel & Charlye Mondak
Jennifer & Edward Mullen
William & Pamela O’Connor
David Robinson
Pamela Royall
Wallace & Mary Stettinius
Maria Tedesco
Jim Ukrop
Ted & Katie Ukrop
Daniel & Brenda Walker
Barry & Lois Watkins
William & Mary West
Kenan & Briscoe White

“In such a crazy year, I’m incredibly grateful to live so close to the beautiful Capital Trail, where I’ve ran 689 miles over the course of 2020. Looking forward to many more enjoyable runs next year!”

Trail Guardian - $550 to $999

Mary Arnold
Thomas & Barbara Bailey
Jack Berry
Charles Donato
Ellen Duerksen
Voncile Gilbreath
Paul Harbolick
Stephen Knox
Charles & Sheila Macfarlane
Steven Ridge
Trail Champion - $250 to $549

Tom & Rebecca Anthony
Craig Attkisson
Virginia Babey
James Beamer
Allen Bernstein
Gregory Blake
Howard & Cathy Bos
David Boyd
Kevin Bruny
Dwight & Patsy Buelow
Prince & Erika Butler
Steven & Olwen Cape
Brian Carlton & Elizabeth Sumpter
Geoffrey & Karen Cooper
Dean & Carolyn Dunbar
Robert Eaves
Robert Erda
Robert Fox
Mark Friedrich
Daniel Giorgis
Kevin Gottschalk
Renne & Rob Hammel
Max Hepp-Buchanan

Mark Herzog
David & Chessie Hickman
Ray & Laura Inscoe
Sammy Johnson
Steven & Janet Jones
Roger & Sandy Kasch
Susan King
Michael & Kathy Laing
Gillian & Jon Lugbill
John & Danielle Maddock
Johnathan Mayo
Nathan McCann
Andrew McRoberts
John Meyers
Nicole Morgan
John Nania
Paul Neimeyer
Charles & Anne Owens
James Paul III
Elaine Quick
Susan & Walter Robertson
John Sample
Patricia & Conrad Sauer

Emilie & Barry Saunders
James Savage
Jeffrey & Amy Scharf
Dan Schmitt
Dick & Susan Smith
Penn & Peggy Staples
Bill Stephens
Leonard Swinehart
David Timberline
Karen Van Veldhoven
D. Cabell Vest
Joe & Marcie Walsh
Jason Walters
William & Patricia Walshon
Julien Williams
Mark Willis
Donna Wilmoth
Chuck Wood
Diane Woolard
Paul Zamecnik
Frank Zwemer & Laura Brewer

HONORING LOVED ONES

Gary Blumenthal (David Ridderhof)
Alan Boese (Marilyn Blake)
Mark Brenner (Jim Crowley)
Stephanie Cooke (Brian Utne)
Digital Team at Elevation Advertising (Shade Wilson)
Judith Johnson (David Ridderhof)
Millie Green (Esther Levine)
John Keefe (Theresa Keefe)
Robin Land (Diane, Gil & Hope)
Nicole Morgan (Mark Morgan)
Laura Ridderhof (David Ridderhof)
James Risher (David Ridderhof)
Mary-HeLEN & Robert Sullivan (David Ridderhof)
Sylvia Whaley (David Ridderhof)
Mary Wheeler & Richard Wong (David Ridderhof)
Kirk Whiting (Khanh Duong)
CYCLISTS RODE IN CAP2CAP
FROM OUTSIDE LOCAL AREA

TRAIL & EVENT PHOTOS
WALKERS, RUNNERS AND CYCLISTS IN THE FIRST-EVER QUARANTINE CHALLENGE
Robert & Sheryl Ackerman
Kenneth & Catherine Adams
Colleen Anders
Wendy Austin
Gino Auteri
David & Cheri Baird
Eric & Debby Bashkoff
Scott & Nancy Bellemare
Eliot Bird
Stuart & Lynne Blain
Alan Boese
Rick Bohrer
Steve & Sally Bolte
Septimus Booth
Tamara Broadnax
Matt & Beverly Brown
Robert Browne
Camilla Buchanan
Ruth Burke
Champe Burnley
Randolph Cabell
Joseph Calkins
Emily Caputo
Clement & Georgia Carter
Thomas Casey
Clancey Family
Whittington Clement
Alan Cobb
Karen Colley
Linda Colquhoun
Thomas Cosgrove
Rob & Deanna Courter
Heidi Crocker
Jimmie & Marie Crouch
Caitlin Davies
Joseph Delgado
Vanessa Diamond
Kristin Dittmann
Brad Earley
Martha Eddy
John Elliott
Bader El-Safadi
Casey Falterman
Elizabeth & Stephen Foxx
Dr. & Mrs. Gilbert Frey
Agila Ganesh
Amy Garber
Mary Garrett
Sharon Gaston
John & Yvonne Gibney
David & Bonita Golay
John Gonyo
Pax & Melissa Goodson
Millie Green
Roy & Charlotte Grier
Richard Grossman
Stokes & Susan Grymes
Daniel & Kim Harris
Andre Hall
Sheri & Samuel Highfill
Lowrey & Elizabeth Holhaus
Richard Howell
Julie Hulett
Kathy Hunter & Bob Harris
Mike & Kay Jones
David & Valerie Jordan
Lawrence L'Anson, Jr.
Kimberly Kelly
Chris Kirk
Keith Kulesza
Robin Land
Karen Lee
Aurelia Lewis
T. Michael Likins
Chris Lloyd
David Lockwood
John Magistro
Benjamin Malave
Dr. T. Donald Marsh
Ken McFarland
Robert Bruce Miller
Don & Jenna Mosman
Sean Murphy
Bob & Beth Musick
Richard Nelson
Floyd Newman
Prissie Nguyen
Meredith & Chris Nusbaum
Mary Alice O'Donnell
Rick Oleson
Gerald Osborne
Susan & Gregory Ose
Alain Outlaw
Donald Overton
Senthil Kumar Palaniswamy
Roland Parsons
James Perlmutter
Calvin Pletcher
Lamont Poole
Holly Powell
Mathis & Stephen Powelson
Craig Ramsbottom
Bagley Reid
Julien Reungoat
Mark Rongstad
Erik & Elise Rupinske
Bruce Sadler
Scott Schenken
Michael Schewel & Priscilla Burbank
Gerard Shaia
Molly Sherman
Tess Sherzey
Kirstine Sigloh
Joshua Silverman
Bryan & Stephanie Sims
Michael Snodgress
Joel & Buzz Spencer
Adam Steinman
Leighton & Nan Strader
John Summerville
Jason Teichert
Carter & Peggy Tucker
Meg Turner
Clint Vincent
Joan Waddell
Michael & Mary Walls
Duront Walton, Jr.
Danny & Debbie Wheeler
Rose Marie Wiegandt
Franklin Wolf
Dee & David Yarbrough
Ben Young
Deb Young

“The Capital Trail is a magnificent resource for our city and the State of Virginia. It also attracts users from throughout the country. I appreciate the leadership of Cat Anthony and the work of all the volunteers who maintain the trail and serve as Ambassadors. I am so thankful the Trail has remained open during this challenging time to promote our physical and mental health and wellness. My heartfelt appreciation.”
"My husband lost his job due to the pandemic, which has dimmed our ability to support charities. However, the Cap Trail has been our one beacon through these dark months and we have turned to it often. (And, as an aside, the only COVID-time meals we have eaten have been at Cul's, outside, after a day on the trail.)"
Trail Advocate - $50 to $109

Allen & Suzanne Jenkins  
Thomas & Nancy Jennings  
Jim & Vickie Jerniga  
Nan Johnson  
George Johnson  
Chandra Jones  
Larry Jones  
John Jones  
Kendall & Lorie Jones  
Steven Howard Jones  
Donna & Keith Jones  
Alkabulan Jordan  
Thomas Jourdane  
Joseph & Michele McDaniel  
Wayne & Virginia McHarg  
Mike & Jane McMillan  
Srinivasarao Katepalli  
Sandra Langenbucher  
Steven Howard Jones  
Kendall & Lorie Jones  
Donna & Keith Jones  
Jim & Vickie Jerniga  
Gerd Langenbucher  
Sandra Langenbucher  
Anne Leary  
Dennis Leary  
T. Hunter Leeman  
Steve Leibovic  
George Lewis  
Dianne Lewis  
Scott Lewis  
Valerie L’Herrou  
Tom & Carol Lilley  
Tom Loper  
Tim Loughran  
Linda Love  
Devereaux Lowe  
Jackie Luders  
Mary Lynch  
Kathleen Mack  
Clyde Mackey  
David Malmquist  
Kenneth Marler  
Michael & Nancy Marley  
Justin & Megan Marriott  
Marcos Martinez  
Margaret Maslak  
Brad Mason  
Michael Matheny  
Peggy Matthews  
Sharon McCarthy  
Gilbert McCraw  
Joseph & Michele McDaniel  
Everett & Sarah McLaren  
Gayle McMunn  
John McSorley  
Scott Merithew  
Brad Metcalf  
Derek Metzler  
Mark Michael  
Raymond Michelin  
Philip Miller  
Adam Miller  
Grant Millsaps  
Hon. William C. Milms  
Gary & Kerry Moonan  
John Moore  
Ted & Sue Moreland  
John Murphy  
Judith Nations  
Brian Newman  
Cheri Nutty  
DeAnn O’Dell  
Scott Olsen  
Anthony Opperman  
Mary & John Osborn  
Andrew Parlour  
Edward Paterek  
Sajish Paul  
Gaye Pauroso  
Tricia Pearsall  
Kelly & Dave Peck  
Jocelyn Pena  
Mark Penfold  
Fernando Perez  
William Perkins  
Leslie Petersen  
Linda Petrone  
Robert Pfeiffer  
Sven Phillips  
Barbara Phillips  
Kevin Phillips  
David Pierson  
Christine Pimblett  
James Plummer  
Tina Plunkte  
Amy Pomeroy  
Jim & Wendy Popp  
Natasha Powell  
Michelle Pressley  
Katherine Preston  
Caleb Principe  
Stephen Radcliffe  
David Radford  
William Ramsey  
Raye Rector  
John Redding  
Ray Reed  
Timothy Reed  
Paul Rein  
Dan Remington  
Henry Rhone, Jr.  
Henry & Audrey Rhone  
Jennifer Riddick  
William Riggs  
Jeffrey Ritter  
Luz Rivera  
Bill & Gale Roberts  
Jen Robertson  
Sidney Robertson  
Carrie Robinson  
Charlene Rollins  
Deborah Rongstad  
Elizabeth Ronston  
Susan Ross  
Loretta Rubenstein  
Gordon Russell  
Tom Saunders  
Jay Sawyer  
Janet Scagnelli  
Beverly Schechter  
David Schengber  
Dick & Mary Schneider  
Jim Sedor  
Ephraim Selman  
Richard Seitz  
Daniel & Tenley Seli  
Charles & Shawna Shade  
Dan Sheen  
Linda Shea  
Mark Shepherd  
Marla Shreve  
Bruce Silverman  
Kevin Simcox  
Mitford Sims  
Natalie Sinclair  
Ian Slinkman  
Jay Smack  
Greg & Claudia Smith  
Mark Smith  
James & Valerie Smith  
Cynthia Smoot  
James Snyder, Jr.  
Mike & Kathryn Sobczak  
Meredith Soule & Jeremy  
Schneider  
Adam Spanberger  
Edward Spyhalski  
Russell & Carol Starke  
John Steel  
Sasko Stefanovski  
Norm Stein  
Barry Stiffler  
Jane Stilley  
Robert Stroh  
Valerie Strouse-Bryant  
Cyril Suaris  
Jason Sullivan  
Martin Sultan  
Thomas Szymbanski  
Michael Tates  
Charles Taylor  
James Taylor  
Brenda Thomason  
Richard Thompson  
Vera Thoms  
Thomas Tichenor  
Jessica Tobin  
Scott Toler  
Catherine Tompkins  
Francis Touron  
Elizabeth Towne  
Timothy Towles  
Aaron & Jamie Tragle  
Monica Tremblay  
Randolph Trow III  
Madhu Tumu  
Celeste & Gerry Underdown  
Thomas Updike  
James & Jeanine Uzel  
Dayna Vango  
Donald Vaughn  
Daniel Vaughn  
Edward Velasquez  
Raymond & Victoria Velez  
Dan Via  
Carl Virgin & Theresa Conti  
Kolina Vortman  
Lloyd "Bud" Vye  
Erik Wagner  
Alexander & Stephanie Walan  
Doug & Joanne Wallace  
James & Sheila Walters  
Jennifer Wampler  
Don Ward  
Buck Ward  
John Warke  
John Warkentin  
Sabine Warren  
Cheryl Warren  
John Was  
Faith Welch  
Steven Wells  
Keri Wertz  
John Westerfield  
Susan White  
Kirk Whiting  
Keith Whitmore  
David Whitney  
Dixon Wilde  
Selena & Michael Wilken  
Samuel Williams  
Travis Williams  
David Williams  
Shade Wilson  
Margaret Wingfield  
Randy & Eulinda Woods  
Duane Wright  
Mark Wuerschmidt  
Deborah & Steven Wylie  
Lauri Young  
William Young  
James Zelenak  
Janice Zeman
INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES

Trail Supporter - $24 - $49

David Adler
Jason Affolder
Richard Aiken
Tim & Linda Arnette
Sandra Bailey
Susan Bain
Michael Bem
Joanne Berdall
Donald & Sandra Boing
Wendy Bondeson
Susan Bowe
Daniel Brishke
David Bucheit
Aaron Bull
Jason Call
John Cario
Scott Carson
Cheri Casey
Theresa Cavanaugh
Chris Ciccone
Susan Clair
Charlie Conrad
Jon Cookson
Francis & Denise Corbett
Dave Cosgrove
Bryan Cosner
Evelyn Cox
Amy Daniell
Douglas Doerr
Anne Ducey-Ortiz
Joseph Dugan
Kevin Elmore
Bill Evans
John Ferraro
Loretta Fetsko
Dale Figg
Mary Foley
Kelly French
Thomas Funkhouser
Michael Gallogly
Mark Gatterdam
Elizabeth & Mike Grainer
Amanda & Adam Grant
Christopher Green
Holly Griles
Jim & Martha Gullo
Parker Hale
Sam Hall
Chris Hamlin
Raymond Harris
Kevin Hawkins
Michael Hedrick
Chris Hedrick
Rene’ Hypes
Joel Imburg
Barbara Jackson
Addie Johnson
Doug Jolley
Chrystal Jones
George Judd
Michael Katalinas
Kristin Kelley
Riguey King
Steve & Mary Kate Kitay
Boris Kizzie
Peter & Cyndy Larsen
Dennis Leary
Carol Lenthart
Marina Libro
Douglas Lundy
Meghan Madel
Thomas Mahone
Genez Malebranche
Chris Mandart
Andrew Mann
Sheryl Manspile
Wilson & Barbara Martin
Lynne McMichael
Philip Mease
Mike Melson
Manuel Menendez
Dawn Michelle
Esson & Linda Miller
Lewis Miller
Matthew Milnick
Laura Minnick
Kathryn Moore
Peggy Nieder
Stephen Nolan
Clare Novak
Doly Ombiga
Tim Parks
Darcel Pertusati
Thomas Petersik
David Poole
Dennis Poole
Scott Porter
Eloise Price
William & Loyal Pridgen
Seb Prohn
Kendra Pugh
Leonard Pysh
Steve & Lynne Read
Joyce Redding
Samuel & Megan Reynolds
Paul Riley
Victoria Rizzo
David Schmidt
Kathryn Scourby
John Searing
Michelle Shinn
David Simon
Roger Skee
John Smigal
Denise & Paul Smith
Constance Sorrell
Nathan Stein
Bill Stewart
Allan Stoneman
Sharon Story
Mary Tankersley
Dawn Taylor
John Titus
Gerald Tucker
Linda Turner
Meredith Voelz
Wendy Wadsworth
Jon Watson
Jennifer Wells
Steven Williams
Allen & Suzanne Wimett
David Woodburn
Paul Woody

“I have enjoyed the Capital Trail for the past two years & even more grateful for them today, as my weekly ride is getting me through the COVID-19 pause & helping keep me at peace. Thank you!”
Individuals & Families - Up to $24

Ioana Adams
Diana Andrade
Cat Anthony
Brian Arndt
Keisha Bachelor
Benjamin Barber
Gregory Bates
Marlene Beck
Stephanie Belanger
Jessie Bell
Gwendolyn Bills
Aldo Bonaventura
John Bowman
Anne Broadhead
Roosevelt Brown
Sandra Brown
Todd Brown
Duane Bushy
Lauren Byrd
Yessica Segovia Caceres
Brian Cannon
Agnes Carabat
Lorelei Carlson
David Chau
Simeon Chestnut
Gregory Cina
Dan Clarke
Michael Click
Brandon Clodius
Edrick Cofield
David Colbert
Greg Colizzi
Tyrone Cook
Samuel Cox
Robert Crawford
Nancy Crichtlow
Cam Crittenden
Kiely Curran
Kendall Curry
Elvis Cypriano
VickiLee Darrow
Debi DeBacco
Frank Deviney
Victoria Dickinson
Bryonna Edmiston
Kristin Edwards
John Epps
Jose Espino
Sarah Ezell
Michael Ezzo
Kenneth Feldt
Denisse Fisher
Erin Flaherty
Bob Flynn
Dan & Amy Fox
Phillip Frix
Connie Gardner
Joseph Gasbarre
Chris Gensic
Jeff Geren
Paul & Marcia Germain
Hannah Groshong
Garrett Gsell
Steve Guthrow
Linwood Hailey
Linda Hallion
Carlie Hampton
Adam Hardell
Theresa Harvey
Gregg Hillmar
Therese Hillsman
James Hilson
Alice Hirata
Jeff Hoagland
Leslie Hoglund
Dan Horres
Sze Hui
Do Sun Im
Greg Johnson
Danielle Johnson
James Kaesser
Scott Kemp
Michael & Valerie Kennedy
Richard Kettle
Nadine King
Jeremy Larochele
Paige Lee
Chad Lehr
Alyson LeMaster
Shannon LeMaster
Frank Lynch
Amelia Loy
Lucas Mallory
Keilani Mansfield
Andrew Marshall
Richard McClellan
Blair McCracken
Elizabeth McGrady
Dan McKinney
George McMillian
Joseph Messier
Joy Metzger
Kim Myers
Masako Okashi
Gina Paige
Scott Parks
Katie Payne
Tim Perkins
Leanne Petroziello
Eileen Pilc
Shelly Polansky
Maureen Porter
Nelson Quintero
Diego Raul Zevallos
Paula Rock
Ricardo Rodriguez
Gina Rodriguez
Melissa Rosen
Stephanie Rowan
Randall Sauffey
Lynn Schofield
Lesley Schroeter
Alan Selleck
Amy Settle
Laura Shepherd
Michele Sherrod
Jonathan Siler
Travis Simone
Chuck Smith
Tamara Smith
Deenesh Sohoni
Jacob Sparrows
Jeff Spurlin
Geoffrey Stanford
Majel Stein
Joel Steinberg
Suzanne Stern
John Stewart
Chris Straus
Thomas Tate
Annie Tobey
Scott Troy
Susan Vesel
Joanne Vivas
Christopher Walker
Sherrod Walker
Bob Weaver
Richard Widmark, Jr.
Brandon Wilson
Mark Wilson
Eugene Wittkoff
John Wood
Shayla Worden
Henry Wright
VCTF TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

TED UKROP / CHAIR
STEVEN RIDGE / VICE-CHAIR
RACHEL CHIEPPA / SECRETARY
JOHN F. BERRY, JR / TREASURER
BARRY WATKINS / IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIR

SHELLY CASE
JOSH DARE
ROB ERDA
CLIFFORD B. FLEET III
VONCILE “VON” GILBREATH
PAM GOGGINS
MAX HEPP-BUCHANAN
MARK HERZOG

CHARLES MACFARLANE
JOHNATHAN MAYO
ERIC MCKAY
HON. WILLIAM C. MIMS
JENNIFER MULLEN
MARIA P. TEDESCO
DONNA WILMOTH

STAFF

CAT ANTHONY/ EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CLAIRE BUTLER
CYNDEE DRAGOO

115+
trained Trail Ambassadors submit maintenance reports, lead litter cleanups, help Trail users, and spread goodwill!
The Virginia Capital Trail Foundation is a 501(c)(3) Nonprofit Organization.